
VOODOO GAMES CASE STUDY

DEEP INSIGHTS, SOARING 
RETENTION: HOW VOODOO 
GAMES PUT AUDIENCE 
UNDERSTANDING TO WORK AND 
SAVED THEIR NEXT GAME 

Solsten allowed us to make a game that feels familiar but 
also stands out in the market — something that’s very 
difficult to achieve. 

   Sophie Vo, Studio and Game Lead at Voodoo Games.
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Voodoo Games knew the importance of audience-first design. It’s 
why they utilized Solsten’s Navigator platform to dial in the most 
fitting audience (and their defining traits) for an upcoming casual 
game. They had a clear plan of who the game was for and what 
those people would want out of it. 
 
 
Things hummed along, with the game developing according to 
plan. But then they hit an unexpected bump in the road during 
early testing—the player retention rate was low, with few players 
sticking around after day one. 
 
 
This put their game in a make-or-break position, with just a small 
window of time to fix the problem or risk the game’s fate.  
 
 
Typically, game designers might fall into the trap of adding more 
content or more features in a scattershot fashion to try getting 
players more excited and engaged. But the Voodoo Games team 
knew to look deeper. More bells and whistles weren’t the answer—
they needed to know what their audience would respond to 
specifically.  

INTRODUCTION
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TURNING TO NAVIGATOR: USING 

They turned to their Solsten Navigator data and got hyper-
strategic, drilling down to understand the game features or 
changes that their audience would resonate with best. They noted 
that a key psychological trait across their audience was the need 
to feel productive. Their players were drawn to story and learning. 
They needed to feel a sense of completion and progress.  
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Insight 

The Voodoo team detected a key 
psychological trait across their 
audience on which they can act upon 

Based on this, the Voodoo team sensed that if they reshaped their 
first-time user experience (FTUE) to foster a sense of progression 
and productivity earlier in the game, they’d increase player 
retention. Players would feel a sense of empowerment and 
accomplishment rather than dropping off.  
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The team also noted in the data that their audience wasn’t a 
simple homogenous swath—within it were two key personas. One 
persona displayed “uncertainty avoidance,” which suggested 
they’d want a more directed experience. The other persona 
demonstrated traits associated with figuring things out 
themselves, welcoming a little more trial and error.  
The Voodoo team knew they’d need to strike a balance in the 
game experience for their audience segments, leaving some 
things open for trial and error, but not so much that they pushed 
their uncertainty-avoidant persona away.  

Insight 

They discovered that their audience 
wasn’t a simple homogenous swath—
within it were two key personas



AUDIENCE DATA

AUDIENCE INSIGHT

VALUABLE  
CHANGE

Navigator



MAKING ONE KEY SHIFT IN THE 
GAME EXPERIENCE

The first iteration of the game had reserved a learning experience 
as a reward for players doing well. But, based on their audience 
insights, Voodoo’s game designers decided to de-couple learning 
from how well the player was doing. This would allow players to 
feel rewarded by learning experiences sooner in their experience. 
With a shift in the game experience, they could convey learning 
throughout the entire game rather than limiting it to being a 
reward only.

Key shift

De-coupling learning from how well 
the player was doing
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THE MASSIVE DIFFERENCE A 
LITTLE REFINEMENT CAN MAKE 

Voodoo Games now re-tested the game among their audience 
and saw the player retention rate jump a massive 14 base 
percentage points. 

“To get a jump that big, that quickly, is 
phenomenal,” says Bastian Bergmann of 
Solsten. It was enough of a boost that Voodoo 
Games felt comfortable launching the game 
globally. “Now, it can delight countless people 
on a daily basis. All because Voodoo Games 
was able to figure out what its audience really 
needed and wanted.” 
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The game went on to find profitability in less than a year, with their 
audience showing strong organic growth. 



Thanks to Navigator, the Voodoo team hadn’t had to poke around 
in the dark to figure this out—which would have wasted untold 
resources and time, as well as jeopardizing the game’s 
launchability entirely. They could take the calculated risk in their 
game design because Navigator gave them high confidence their 
bets would pay off. They didn’t have to make a game for everyone 
because they were able to focus in and find their audience in 
advance, says Vo. 

“Solsten allowed us to make a game that feels 
familiar but also stands out in the market—
something that’s very difficult to achieve,” 

   Sophie Vo, Studio and Game Lead at Voodoo Games.

The game went on to find 
profitability in less than a year, with 
their audience showing strong 
organic growth. 

Key result
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Now, post-launch, the Voodoo team is continuing to use Solsten 
to continuously optimize and improve their game, solving new 
challenges as they arise. They have their sights set on improving 
retention for mid- and late-game players, and they’ve already 
found the answers they’ll need to achieve it in their Solsten 
insights. 
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DON’T JUST SEE THE FUTURE. 

“Navigator will make sure your game sees the light of day,” says 
Bergmann. Because it’s amazing what happens when designers’ 
ingenuity meets data-driven foresight. When you can anticipate 
what your audience is looking for, you can design, fine-tune, and 
deliver.  
 
 
How can data-driven, audience-forward insights usher your next 
project toward greatness? The Solsten team is here to answer any 
questions about Navigator and their other AI-based, psychology-
informed solutions. Ask away, and get ready to take off.  

Contact us

mailto:florian@12traits.com


www.getsolsten.com

Breaking ground as the most powerful 
tool for truly understanding your players 

through deep psychological insights  
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